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GENIVI® Open Source Project List
GENIVI employs an "upstream �rst" model and actively adopts and/or adapts existing components residing in the FOSS 
community to meet the de�ned requirements for its IVI software platform. In some cases, however, software to meet de�ned 
requirements does not exist in any upstream project. In those cases, GENIVI hosts projects that facilitate the development of 
required functionality in an open and collaborative manner, consistent with the best practices of other FOSS projects. Further, 
cases may exist for new projects to be launched which implement automotive functionality not yet de�ned by GENIVI or that 
may employ a di�erent and innovative approach that GENIVI should consider for future platform releases.

AF_BUS D-Bus Optimization

http://projects.genivi.org/afbus-dbus-optimization
As an alliance, GENIVI aims to leverage Linux and other 
open source technologies. One of the tools GENIVI aims to 
re-use, D-Bus, has become a de facto standard for many 
components to communicate with each other.

Audio Manager

http://projects.genivi.org/audio-manager
The AudioManager is a framework for managing audio in 
the IVI context. It de�nes an interface between traditional 
Linux audio routing and the automotive-speci�c controls, 
plus provides simple methods to juggle multiple streams 
like a cloud-based music service, tra�c alerts and 
emergency safety messages.

Diagnostic Log and Trace

http://projects.genivi.org/diagnostic-log-trace
DLT is a reusable open source software component for 
standardized logging and tracing in infotainment ECUs 
based on the AUTOSAR 4.0 standard. The goal of DLT is to 
consolidate the existing variety of logging and tracing 
protocols into one format.

IVI Layer Management

http://projects.genivi.org/ivi-layer-management
Layer Manager provides a uniform interface to the wide 
variety of graphical elements presented by a car’s sensors 
and cameras, and to user controls and system-critical 
status information like that displayed on the instrument 
cluster. The goal of this work package is to de�ne a 
common API and provide a proof-of-concept implementa-
tion for the IVI Layer Management Service.

LXCBENCH

http://projects.genivi.org/lxcbench
Among the di�erent virtualization technologies Linux 
Containers (LXC) are particularly appealing for implement-
ing multi-hosting embedded systems, by providing a 
user-space container object that supports full resource 
isolation and resource control for applications or systems.

Node Startup Controller (NSC)

http://projects.genivi.org/node-startup-controller
The Node Startup Controller (NSC) was introduced into 
the lifecycle package for GENIVI in order to handle some 
startup and shutdown functionality.

Node State Manager (NSM)

http://projects.genivi.org/node-state-manager
The node state management is the central function for 
information regarding the current running state of the 
embedded system. The Node State Manager (NSM) com-
ponent provides a common implementation framework 
for the main state machine of the system.

Persistence Client Library

http://projects.genivi.org/persistence-client-library
Persistence Management is responsible for handling  
persistent data, including all data read and modi�ed 
during  the lifetime of an infotainment system. "Persistent 
data" is data stored in a non-volatile storage such as a hard 
disk drive or FLASH memory.

SmartPhoneLink

http://projects.genivi.org/smartphonelink
SmartPhoneLink is a project which intends to standardize 
and wrap the many in-vehicle interfaces which may exist 
in the automotive context. The end goal is to provide an 
expandable software framework to both mobile applica-
tion developers and automotive head unit creators for the 
creation of brought-in applications that appear integrated 
onto a head unit. 

This list of projects is current as of March 2013. For an up-to-date 
summary, please visit www.genivi.org/projects
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